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Abstract
Background:

Implant wear in joint replacements is in�uenced by the chemical and physical properties of human
synovial �uid (HSF).  In vitro testing for implant wear uses 25% weight bovine calf serum (25BCS) to
substitute for HSF, due to similar rheology and total protein content. However, previous studies have
shown differences in the macromolecular composition. We aimed to evaluate the differences in small
molecule composition between �uids and correlate these differences with their effects on implant
material wear.

Methods:

HSF was harvested from osteoarthritis patients undergoing primary knee replacement (n=14). Nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy with linear regression modelling analysed the metabolites
present in HSF and commercially sourced 25BCS and investigated the differences. Wear properties of the
�uids were evaluated using a validated quantitative laboratory bench-test utilising a
cobalt/chromium/molybdenum (CoCrMo) ball oscillating against a CoCrMo disc and analysing the
resulting wear scar. The variation in metabolite levels in both HSF and 25BCS was correlated to the wear
properties of the �uids.

Results:

Differences in the levels of metabolites, lipids, and glycosaminoglycans (GAG) were observed between
HSF and 25BCS: signi�cance was con�rmed by O-PLS-DA (p<0.05). The wear of CoCrMo was found to
strongly correlate with the macromolecules GAG and proteins that potentially bind to glucose and citrate. 

Conclusions:

The small molecule concentration differences between the �uids questions the validity of 25BCS as a
model for wear analysis. The demonstration of variable metabolites present in HSF which correlate with
material wear has implications for implant failure and targeted therapeutic manipulation of these
metabolites.

Trial Registration:

Ethical approval was granted by the NRES Committee London, Chelsea, UK on the 12th May 2015. The
study was performed in accordance with the ethical standards in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

Background
In excess of 160000 arthroplasty operations are performed annually in the United Kingdom, with some
14000 being revision procedures(1). Prosthetic joints are engineering systems; combining arti�cial
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materials implanted in a biological environment and lubricated by human synovial �uid (HSF). Excessive
wear of the load-bearing surfaces which can be physical (due to acetabular edge-loading or high friction)
or corrosive (due to chemical reaction of the implant surface with its environment) contributes to implant
failure(2). Wear occurs when the lubricating �lm present in the sliding interface is too thin or unstable to
separate and protect the bearing surfaces.

Prosthesis testing and validation
Previously implant wear was measured in joint simulators which replicate the motion and variable forces
within a natural joint cycle(3). The prosthesis was subjected to a million cycles before wear
measurement(4, 5). The testing occurred in an enclosed space, but with non-physiological lubricant
volumes thereby diluting any products. Furthermore, 25BCS is a surrogate for HSF due to presumed
similar total protein content and non-Newtonian rheological properties despite signi�cant differences
between the �uids(6). Joint simulators are preferred for validation but suffer poor reproducibility and
need volumes in excess of 300ml (impossible with HSF)(7).

Many practicioners assume that joint simulators will behave consistently between different lubricants.
This overlooks the differing interaction between bearing surfaces and lubricants and the impact of the
lubricant chemistry, something lost when the �uid is constantly recycled(8). Our previous work has
demonstrated the behaviour of the �uids to be inconsistent in bench-top wear testing(9).

A bench device is required to evaluate HSF lubrication since a joint simulator will not allow for the small
sample samples(9). This test replicates contact pressures, kinematics and sliding speeds (0-42mms− 1)
experienced over the load-bearing part of the gait cycle for a weight bearing joint. The resultant initial
contact pressure (mean 200 MPa) is higher than quoted for the peak load during walking gait cycle but
represents a “jogging” gait thereby mirroring a severe wear condition(10, 11).

Potential differences in lubricating �uid chemistry
Synovial �uid is highly proteinaceous, containing in�ammatory proteins, albumin and proteoglycans
such as lubricin. It contains water, signi�cant levels of lipid, cells and glycoprotein debris(12). In the metal
on metal (CoCrMo/CoCrMo) prosthetic joint it is assumed that macromolecules bind to the implant
surface providing boundary lubrication but the small molecule effects are unknown(6). Population
variance of synovial �uid composition will affect implant longevity and may partly explain individual
differences where excess wear is observed(13). This was evident in CoCrMo hip prosthesis failures, where
a proportion of patients reported good results with no excessive metalosis and speci�c patient cohorts
e.g, women, had higher failure rates(14).

Key differences exist between 25BCS and HSF both in the diseased and disease-free scenario(9). 25BCS
contains albumin as the dominant protein, whereas HSF contains large amounts of proteoglycan
complexes(15). Furthermore, in disease and in osteoarthritis, HSF contains elevated levels of
proteoglycan complexes: hyaluronan and chondroitin sulphate(16). Both �uids contain lipids with similar
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relative amounts, although the lipid compositions are likely to be very different, as shown in other
species(17). This could impact upon the �uid’s lubricant properties since the species and organisation of
these lipids impacts boundary �lm behaviour(18). Current joint implant wear testing incorporates the
material properties but not the differing joint �uid chemistry(5). Lubricating �uid and the impact upon
implant wear

There are multiple studies which have examined the how �uid components affect wear. These all involve
the use of model �uids (like BCS) and the supplementation of various components, concentrating solely
upon the macromolecules(6, 15, 19–22). There are no studies which examine the wear of non-model HSF
related to its composition. Furthermore, there are no studies directly comparing the small molecule
content of the �uid (HSF or its model BCS) and the subsequent effect upon wear(8).

Role of Hyaluronic Acid
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an abunant glycosaminoglycan which forms a component of the proteoglycan
complex within synovial �uid. As such it has a role of attracting water and providing viscoelastic
properties to the �uid. It has a clinical role in viscosupplementation in clinical practice, although the
e�cacy of this intervention is a matter of debate. Supplementation of HA has been used in simulated
joints to reduce friction. It is unclear if this molecule is key to wear. Furthermore, the composition and
structure of HA is not uniform, changeable and may be signi�cant. We hope that more detailed
information of structure may provide greater insight into which aspects of composition may play a role.

Hypothesis
We hypothesise that small molecule constituents within synovial �uid, either free or complexed to
macromolecules will affect implant wear.e aim to study harvested HSF against BCS directly to describe
the differences in small molecule composition whilst understanding which components are important in
prosthetic wear.

Metabolic pro�ling: describing the small molecules and
metabolism
Metabonomics, or metabolic phenotyping is de�ned as “the quantitative measurement of the dynamic
multiparametric response of a living system to pathophysiological stimuli or genetic modi�cation”(23). It
is a powerful method to describe the complex small molecule composition of bio�uids (< 4kDa) and has
been successfully used in clinical medicine, toxicology, environmental science and plant science(24–29).

NMR spectroscopy analysis of HSF has been used to provide a qualitative representation of the
macromolecules and a comprehensive quantitative representation of the small molecules(29). As well as
providing an overall pro�le using a pulse sequence commonly abbreviated as NOESYPR1D, spectra can
be acquired using a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence, which attenuates the
macromolecule signals, thereby enhancing the small molecule detection (details of these methods can be
found(30)). To aid interpretation of the complex data sets and identify metabolites which are statistically
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signi�cantly different between sample classes, multivariate linear regression models are employed.
Metabolites are identi�ed from spectral peaks using a mixture of library referencing and analytical
con�rmation. We aim to use this method to provide a detailed small molecule description of the bio�uids.

Methods

Sample collection
Two batches of 25BCS (11n239/13J360) were sourced from Sigma Aldrich (Cat#12133C). HSF was
harvested from patients undergoing a primary total knee replacement for end-stage osteoarthritis (n = 14).
Knee joints were sampled to allow suitable volume. Any samples visibly contaminated by haemarthrosis
were excluded. There were 6 men and 8 women, average age 73 years (95% con�dence interval: 67.28–
79.14). The average body mass index (BMI) was 30.22. None of the patients were smokers or
vegetarians. Four patients suffered with type II diabetes mellitus. The patient ethnicities were: white
Caucasian (n = 7), Asian (n = 2), black Caribbean (n = 2), black African (n = 1) and ethnicity not recorded
(n = 2). Any patient with known communicable disease, pregnant or under 16 years of age was excluded.

Sample preparation and NMR analysis
Pre-�ltered 25BCS was stored at -20oC until analysis. HSF was harvested perioperatively and stored at
4oC for a maximum of 6 hours before centrifugation (10000g; 15minutes). The supernatant was
decanted, discarding any cells or particulate debris. Samples were then stored for a maximum of 6
months (-80oC).

Samples (400µl) were combined with buffer (400µl) containing sodium dihydrogen phosphate (10.64mg
NaH2PO4), sodium azide (400mg NaN3) and 3-(trimethylsilyl)-2,2,3,3-tetradeuteropropionic acid sodium
salt in deuterium oxide solution (0.4mg TSP / ml D2O). Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

System blanks were run in tandem with bio�uids to exclude any contaminants from the collection,
reagents, glassware or disposables. 25BCS sample analysis was repeated throughout the analysis to
demonstrate quality control (QC) and reproducibility.

NMR data acquisition.
All experiments were performed using a Bruker® Avance III 600MHz spectrometer with a Samplejet 96-
well autosampler (Bruker Biospin®, Rheinstetten, Germany). One dimensional 1H-NMR experiments were
performed at 310K. Samples were analysed using two NMR pulse sequences with water suppression. The
NOESYPR1D sequence contains magnetic �eld gradients in the mixing period, and was performed with a
mixing time of 10ms, a delay between two 90ORF pulses of 3µs, and a relaxation time between two free
induction delays (FID) of 4s. Proteins and large molecules yield poorly resolved bands in the NMR
spectrum, whilst small molecules produce sharp peaks. The CPMG sequence had a relaxation time (D = 
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4s), spin echo delay τ = 0.3ms and the number of loops n = 128(30). This sequence supresses the signals
of large molecules, minimising background signal and allowing a clearer assessment of the small
molecules. The NOESYPR1D and CPMG methods were acquired with 32 scans and 96,000 data points.
The FIDs were multiplied by an exponential function equal to a line broadening factor of 0.3Hz, a zero-
�lling producing 128k data points and followed by Fourier transformation.

NMR spectra were automatically phased and baseline corrected using Topspin® v3.2 software (Bruker)
and referenced for chemical shifts to the anomeric 1H peak of α-glucose (δ = 5.23ppm). Data processing
was performed using Matlab® software v9.0.0 (Mathworks®, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Spectra were
aligned using a published method to allow peak comparison between samples(31). Spectral intensities
were normalised using median-fold change(32).

Metabolite identi�cation
Metabolite identi�cation was achieved by matching the NMR chemical shifts and peak multiplicities to
information held in the literature and metabolite databases: Human Metabolite Database (HMDB) and
the Livestock Metabolome Database (LMDB)(33, 34). Statistical total correlation spectroscopy (STOCSY)
was used to aid metabolite identi�cation by demonstrating peaks which show statistical correlations
within the spectra, and thus arise from the same molecule or one functionally related(35).

Statistical analysis.
Data were transformed and aligned using Matlab® software. Multi-variate linear regression modelling
was performed using SIMCA® software v14.1 (MKS Umetrics™, Umeå, Sweden). The dataset was
investigated using an unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA) model, where no class
information about the data is used to build the model. This was followed by a supervised orthogonal
partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA), using pre-de�ned class information to identify
variables discriminating between the classes. The models were evaluated using the R2X and R2Y values,
indicating how well the variance is represented. The cross-validation Q2Y metric was used to assess the
strength of model prediction. The signi�cance of the metabolic differences between the models was
reported using cross-validation p-values. A permutation test was performed 100 times.

An S-line plot identi�ed spectral regions causing the separation between 25BCS and HSF groups. This
reports the pCORR, which is a vector of correlations between the scores of the OPLS-DA models and the X
data matrix, in this case the spectral intensity at each NMR chemical shift axis de�ned data point. The
results are colour-coded on the loadings of the OPLS-DA models, thereby highlighting spectral regions
increased in either 25BCS or HSF. Spectral regions with a pCORR ≥ 0.8 were investigated further. This
watershed was chosen to give 95% con�dence or better(36).

Wear Measurement
HSF samples with suitable volume to permit further analysis (n = 8) and 25BCS stocks (n = 2) were used
as lubricants in a tribology bench test. Replicate wear measurement was performed upon samples where
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volume allowed; a single sample was tested three times and two samples were tested twice.

The test uses a CoCrMo ball (19.05mm diameter) reciprocating against a CoCrMo disc (Fig. 1). The ball
reciprocation replicates joint motion although cross shear is absent. The testing bath chamber was kept
at 37oC and a thermocouple ensured that contact temperatures were stable and no thermal degradation
was seen. The tests were conducted under nitrogen to prevent oxidation.

Tests were run for 1 hour (72000 cycles) and where the �uid volume allowed the test was repeated. The
reciprocation of the ball across the disc produces a wear scar on both (Fig. 1). After testing a detergent
washed the disc to remove denatured proteins. The wear scar depth on the disc was measured at 30%,
50% and 70% along its length (Fig. 1) using a White Light Interferometer (Wyko NT9100). The mean of
these measurements provided the average wear scar depth (AWD)(9). If tests were repeated, the mean
was compared against the metabolic NMR data. The AWD was correlated with the variation in NMR
spectral intensities using a STOCSY analysis. Spectral regions showing a signi�cant linear correlation
(Spearman correlation > 0.8) were investigated, thereby indicative of a strong correlation and greater than
95% con�dence(36, 37).

Results

Observations
Handling the �uids revealed that osteoarthritic HSF was consistently more viscous than 25BCS. This
manifested challenges transferring the HSF samples into narrow aperture NMR tubes.

Quality Control
Evaluation of the blank samples revealed the presence of contaminant peaks from the reagents used and
the laboratory consumables, at very low intensities. These peaks were discarded from any interpretation
(Supplementary Table 1). Five consistent metabolites were integrated in the QC sample spectra. Variation
of these integrals was consistently less than 2% (Supplementary Table 2) far below any typical biological
variability across the samples.

NMR Evaluation of HSF vs BCS
The NMR spectra of the two groups were qualitatively assessed. There is a very broad background in the
NMR spectra due to major proteins, lipids and complex carbohydrates. Whilst differences between HSF
and 25BCS can be observed, little information can be obtained.

The mean NOESYPR1D NMR spectrum of the 25BCS stocks was compared to the mean HSF spectrum
and any regions where the mean 25BCS spectrum fell outside the 95% con�dence interval of the HSF
spectra were evaluated (Fig. 2 and Table 1).

The pro�les of the lipid peaks were similar although some broad bands (δ = 1.5ppm and δ = 2.7ppm)
differ. The peak (increased in 25BCS, δ = 2.7ppm) arises from poly-unsaturated fatty acid moieties
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probably incorporated into complex lipids as fatty acyl esters (e.g. phospholipids, glycerolipids, etc). The
peak (increased in HSF, δ = 1.5ppm) re�ected CH2 group adjacent to the fatty acyl ester group. HSF
lipoproteins are thought to derive from serum and increase with in�ammation but provide a smaller
contribution to the overall lipid pro�le(38).

The broad peaks (δ = 3.0-4.5ppm) are similar in both �uids and are probably due to the carbohydrate
moieties of the complex carbohydrates. The peaks near 2.0ppm are due to N-acetyl groups present in the
carbohydrate moieties with differences observed.

Sharp, resolved peaks present in the spectra arising from small molecule metabolites, were analysed
further using the CPMG NMR spectra. PCA analysis identi�ed small molecule differences between 25BCS
and HSF. The PCA scores plot revealed marked separation using the �rst component between 25BCS and
HSF, with an R2X of 0.521 (Fig. 3). Therefore, the overriding variation in the spectra is due to the
differences between 25BCS and HSF. The differences originated from a mixture of small molecules peaks
and broad background peaks from proteins and other macromolecules (despite CPMG sequences largely
supressing macromolecule signals). Variability in the HSF samples clustered into two main groups.
Scrutinising the clinical data did not reveal any patient factors to account for this clustering.

An orthogonal partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA) model with 25BCS and HSF de�ned
as classes identi�ed signi�cant metabolite differences between them (1 predictive & 1 orthogonal
component, R2X = 0.56, R2Y = 0.992, Q2Y = 0.959, p = 1.28x10− 13, Fig. 4 with acceptable permutation
testing, Fig. 5). The S-line plot highlighted the spectral regions reporting the strength of the distinction,
with those data points pCORR ≥ 0.8 being investigated further (Fig. 6, Table 2).

The 25BCS samples showed greater lactate and creatine content with concurrent reductions in pyruvate
and glucose. The terminal CH3 signal of fatty acid chains from lipoproteins was elevated. HSF samples
had more amino acids: alanine, glutamine and the branch chain amino acids: leucine and valine. Citrate,
acetate and the N-acetyl group of N-acetyl-glycoproteins were also increased. Isopropyl alcohol was seen
within the 25BCS samples but absent from the blank samples used to identify contaminants.

Wear Analysis using HSF and BCS �uids
The NOESY1D spectra of HSF samples produced several spectral regions of high positive correlation to
AWD (Fig. 7, Table 3).

The amino acids: lysine, glutamine, glycine, threonine, asparagine, proline, histidine and tyrosine
correlated strongly to measured AWD. The correlation to the broad envelope baseline (δ = 6-6.8ppm) is
non-speci�c and attributed to proteins.

Energy substrates and intermediates glucose and citrate correlated with wear. Multiplet peaks (δ = 3.938,
3.975ppm) and a singlet peak (δ = 7.067ppm) showed a strong correlation but could not be identi�ed.
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The GAG peak (δ = 7.98ppm) and a shoulder of the N-acetyl peak (previously attributed to proteoglycan
breakdown in synovial �uid, δ = 2.02ppm) were universally elevated with increasing AWD(39–42).

The CPMG NMR spectra of the HSF samples failed to show any correlation to the AWD values, either of
macromolecules or small molecules, presumably due to macromolecular signal suppression in the CPMG
NMR sequence.

Discussion
This study investigates an important and hitherto unaddressed issue of patient synovial �uid
composition and its impact upon implant wear and risk of failure. Furthermore, comparisons were made
between patient synovial �uid and the accepted lubricant for validation.

NMR spectroscopy distinguished small molecule differences between HSF and 25BCS. HSF samples
contained an altered lipid pro�le, with lower levels of choline and 3-hydroxyisobutyrate. HSF metabolic
products lactate, glucose and creatine were also reduced. Amino acids alanine, valine, glutamine and
leucine were elevated.

When correlating the wear testing studies to the NMR spectroscopy of the �uids, signi�cance was
detected for both macromolecules and small molecules. However, all wear correlations disappear once
the macromolecule signal is suppressed. Therefore, it is possible that these signi�cant small molecules:
amino acids (glutamine, glycine, threonine, asparagine, histidine, proline and tyrosine), glucose and
citrate are bound to macromolecules.

Correlations to wear were seen with the NMR peaks from GAG and the N-acetyl groups. Prior reports have
demonstrated these signals originate from proteoglycan breakdown in synovial �uid(40–44). Therefore, it
is hypothesised that a proteoglycan breakdown and possibly GAG is directly correlated to material wear.

Metabolic differences between 25BCS and HSF
A large variation in osteoarthritic HSF small molecule composition was seen. Previously comparisons
had only studied macromolecules(45). The variation in HSF composition demonstrated by the PCA
analysis was consistent with other NMR descriptions of the osteoarthritic populations(44).

Synovial �uid is formed from an endocapillary �ltrate of blood serum(46). Therefore, HSF and 25BCS
�uids are expected to share composition and be different. This is relevant in scenarios of in�ammation,
like osteoarthritis, when there is increasing capillary wall permeability. Scenarios driving selective
capillary wall permeability, active transport to or from the synovial �uid or metabolic processes occurring
within the joint itself could cause differences between the �uids(47).

The presence of active joint in�ammation reduces the oxygen tension and yields an anaerobic state(48,
49). Animal studies of osteoarthritic synovial �uid compared to healthy controls found an elevation in
anaerobic metabolism, fatty acid chain oxidation and proteoglycan degradation(50). The free oxygen of
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bovine and human arterial blood is similar(51, 52). Therefore, it was predicted that osteoarthritis HSF
samples would be anaerobic compared to a non-diseased 25BCS sample. Despite this, 25BCS samples
had consistently higher levels of lactate but lower pyruvate. This may be due to a lack of pyruvate
production from glycolysis with concomitant consumption to lactate.

It is possible the industrial processes of harvesting, �ltering (> 0.2µm), and packaging commercially
available 25BCS have ongoing cellular metabolism thereby increasing anaerobic metabolites. However,
due to centrifugation prior to storage, HSF purposefully will not. This is so HSF will metabolically mirror
the in vivo human joint as best as possible. It was not possible to mimic the processes of 25BCS
production in this study.

The HSF samples contained higher concentrations of glucose and creatine. Furthermore, the lipid peaks
in 25BCS provided stronger NMR peaks from the (CH2)n moiety(41). Higher levels of choline and 3-
hydroxyisobutyrate in the 25BCS samples suggest a destruction of complex lipid species and fatty acid
metabolism(50). Alternatively, it could indicate a high level of gluconeogenesis.

The presence of proteoglycan in the HSF is supported, although not con�rmed, by the observation of the
N-acetyl moiety (2.03ppm). A larger N-acetyl signal has been indicative of proteoglycan destruction,
including hyaluronan(50). Free amino acids alanine, glutamine, leucine and valine were elevated in the
HSF compared to the 25BCS model, possibly due to proteinolysis. Changes in valine have been reported
due to prolonged low temperature storage, but it remains unclear if this is the case(53).

Isopropyl alcohol was found within the 25BCS samples. This contaminant has been seen from skin
swabbing but the presence within the 25BCS cannot be explained. The effect upon lubrication is not
known.

The 25BCS model �uid contained more acidic anaerobic metabolites: lactate, pyruvate and 3-
hydroxybutyrate. Macromolecule surface binding of lipid and hyaluronan has been shown to be effective
in reducing implant wear(54, 55). It is possible that the acid metabolites could affect the surface binding
of charged species, protein conformation or protein aggregation, thereby limiting lubrication. In addition,
the acidic species could propagate corrosion wear of the implant(56). Whilst synovial �uid contains an
inherent buffering capacity, the measurement of the pH before and after wear testing has shown the
potential for disturbance with a consistent increased alkalinity(9).

The correlation between implant wear and the metabolic
pro�le
When testing wear using HSF and relating the AWD back to the �uid composition by NOESYPR1D NMR
spectroscopy, several small and macromolecules were signi�cant. However, the CPMG spectra universally
showed no signi�cance, presumably due to the suppression of macromolecule signals. The loss of
signi�cant small molecules when changing from the NOESYPR1D spectra to the CPMG implies that
small molecules are bound or complexed in fast exchange with macromolecules. This effect has been
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described in plasma with binding to human serum albumin and the potential exists within HSF due to its
large proteoglycan and GAG content(57).

Several amino acids positively correlated with measured CoCrMo wear but their change in response to
joint disease is known to be variable. The design of this sudy was limited by the use of HSF only from OA
patients with no control samples available. The reports of these metabolites in synovial �uid suggest that
their detection decreases with osteoarthritis, although, glycine, asparagine, proline and tyrosine are
reported to increase. There are no reports of changing levels of lysine or histidine with joint disease in
HSF. The signi�cance of these metabolites is unclear. Cartilage NMR spectroscopic studies have
suggested alteration of glycine levels correlating with proteoglycan destruction and collagen
destruction(50).

The presence of signi�cant N-acetyl (δ = 2.02ppm) and GAG (δ = 7.98ppm) peaks indicates that GAG
plays a role in lubrication of this speci�c wear test. HSF is known to contain several GAG molecules
including: chondroitin sulphate, keratan sulphate and hyaluronan. It has been postulated that these
molecules provide lubrication in the native joint; hyaluronan joint supplementation by injection being an
accepted osteoarthritis treatment(58–60). It is indicated that one shoulder of the N-acetyl peak (δ = 
2.02ppm) is signi�cant, rather than the whole peak, suggesting a speci�c contributor. It is not possible
using these methods to speci�cally identify which proteoglycan species is relating to CoCrMo wear.
However, it seems clear that GAG macromolecule destruction is responsible.

The signi�cance of increasing glucose, citrate and pyruvate with CoCrMo wear may be related to
metabolic stress and changing energy utilisation within the samples due to joint disease. The level of
glucose has been shown to both increase and decrease in joint disease(50, 61). In addition, citrate and
pyruvate have also been demonstrated to consistently increase with joint disease and this change was
attributed to anaerobic metabolism(50). Whilst these metabolites alter in joint disease and relate directly
to metabolic stress, it is unclear what the correlation with prosthetic wear is attributable to. It is possible
that these metabolites may confound with another lubricating component of HSF, increased in metabolic
stress and/or advanced joint disease. Alternatively, the anaerobic environment of the joint may have a
direct relationship with the lubrication properties of the HSF due to alteration of the pH or molecular
interactions. However, this seems unlikely since the other detectable anaerobic metabolic markers such
as lactate and formate were not signi�cant.

An alternative hypothesis is that the glucose and citrate may be bound to a signi�cant lubricating
macromolecule within the HSF likely to be protein and GAG in origin as evidenced by our �ndings.

Future Studies
We aim to study the macromolecular structure of the signi�cant products that play a key role in implant
wear. In addition, we aim to substitute alternative bearing surfaces such as metal-on-poly, ceramic-on-
ceramic or ceramic-on-poly, to investigate if the same metabolites are key to measured wear.
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Conclusion
In conclusion we have illustrated the small molecule and wear differences between HSF and its lubricant
model 25BCS, raising questions as to the validity of 25BCS as a surrogate model for HSF in implant wear
testing. The study also suggested that key metabolites, including destruction of the GAG molecule,
correlated with increased implant wear with in vitro testing, speci�cally with a high glucose citrate, lysine,
glycine, tyrosine and proline content. This will serve as a guide to the development of more representative
model �uids in the future and further research into targeting synovial �uid to preserve prosthetic joints.

Clinical Implications
This is the �rst study to demonstrate metabolites which linearly correlate with wear on implant surfaces.
This raises the tantalising prospect of whether metabolic supplementation may promote implant
longevity. Furthermore, an understanding of the metabolic composition of synovial �uid may yield
information about optimal implant selection or predicted wear, promoting the possibility for personalised
medicine.
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Tables
Table 1 

 NOESYGPPR1D NMR spectral regions that distinguish between HSF and BCS �uids from an OPLSDA
model
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Chemical Shift
(ppm)

Peak type  Elevated Peak Assignment (HMDB & STOCSY)

0.358-0.401 Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

0.46-0.56 Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

0.575-0.76 Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

0.76 Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

0.975 Doublet HSF Valine

1.03 Doublet HSF Valine

1.16 Doublet BCS Isopropyl alcohol

1.325 Doublet BCS Lactate

1.46 Doublet HSF Alanine

1.49-1.54 Broad background
peaks

HSF  

1.72 Triplet HSF Lysine

1.91 Singlet HSF Acetic Acid

1.996 Singlet BCS Lipid species (CH2-C=C)

 

2.039 Singlet HSF N-acetyl glycoproteins

 

2.12 Multplet HSF Glutamine

2.365 Singlet  HSF Pyruvate

2.45 Mulitplet HSF Glutamine

2.51 Doublet HSF Citrate

2.65 Singlet HSF Unknown (related to triplet of doublet -
2.338ppm)

2.78-2.96 Broad background
peaks

HSF Not assignable

3.03 Singlet BCS Creatine

3.21 Singlet HSF Choline
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3.23 Doublet of doublets HSF Glucose

3.35 Doublet HSF Unknown (related to Citrate)

3.76 Multiplet HSF Glucose

3.92 Multiplet BCS Unknown

4.01 Multiplet BCS Isopropyl alcohol

5.1-5.14 Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

5.33-5.7 Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

6.09-6.15 Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

7.05 Broad background
peaks

HSF Not assignable

7.4-7.78 Broad background
peaks

HSF Not assignable

7.74 Singlet HSF Unknown

8.38-8.64 Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

8.86-End Broad background
peaks

BCS Not assignable

 

Table 2 

CPMG NMR spectral regions that distinguish between HSF and BCS �uids from an OPLS-DA model 
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Chemical shift
(ppm)

Peak Type Elevated Peak ID (HMDB) P(CORR)

0.85 Broad BCS Terminal CH3-LDL/VLDL 0.986

1.16 Doublet BCS Isopropyl alcohol 0.995

1.33 Doublet BCS Lactate 0.988

1.99 Singlet BCS Lipid chain species (CH2-CH=C) 0.978

2.04 Singlet HSF N-acetyl glycoproteins 0.983

2.11 Multiplet HSF Glutamine 0.940

2.34 Multiplet BCS Glutamate 0.968

2.37 Doublet HSF Pyruvate 0.949

2.40 Singlet BCS Unknown 0.987

2.45 Quartuplet HSF Glutamine 0.940

2.52 Doublet HSF Citrate 0.930

2.66 Doublet HSF Citrate 0.938

2.74 Broad BCS Lipid chain species (C=CH-CH2-
CH=C)

0.959

3.04 Singlet BCS Creatine 0.838

3.19 Singlet BCS Choline 0.976

3.23 Doublet of
doublets

HSF Glucose 0.972

3.45 Quartet HSF Glucose 0.938

3.74 Singlet HSF Glucose 0.989

3.83 Singlet HSF Glucose 0.995

3.85 Doublet HSF Glucose 0.994

3.89 Doublet HSF Glucose 0.985

3.92 Singlet BCS Creatine 0.987

3.99 Singlet BCS Unknown 0.991

4.00 Doublet BCS Unknown 0.992

4.01 Multiplet BCS Isopropyl alcohol 0.993

4.11 Quartet BCS Lactate 0.989
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5.43 Singlet BCS Unknown 0.995

 

 Table 3 

 HSF metabolites identi�ed by NOESYGPPR1D NMR spectroscopy that correlate (Spearman >0.8) with
AWD or wear
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Metabolite ID Chemical Shift (ppm) Spearman
correlation

N-Acetyl (GAG) 2.02 (s) 0.827

Glutamine 2.12 (m) 2.44 (m) 0.815 ; 0.863

Pyruvate 2.367 (s) 0.845

Citrate 2.517 (dd) 0.815

Asparagine 2.879 (m) 0.90

Lysine 3.02 (m) 0.93

Unknown Broad baseline peaks 3.09-3.18   0.961

Proline 3.33 (m)   0.924

Glucose 3.4 (m) 0.948

Glycine 3.56 (s) 0.815

Unknown 3.938 (m) 0.851

Unknown Broad baseline peak 4.031-4.046   0.966

Unknown Broad baseline peak 4.164-4.187   0.973

Threonine 4.22 (m) 0.906

Glycosaminoglycans
(GAG)

4.45 (s) 0.875

Glycosaminoglycans
(GAG)

5.907 (m) 0.809

Proteins –NH Broad background peaks 6.07 0.918

Proteins –NH Broad background peaks 6.229-
6.254

0.888

Proteins –NH Broad background peaks 6.377-
6.454

0.948

Proteins –NH Broad background peaks 6.568-
6.662

0.906

Proteins –NH Broad background peaks 6.785-
6.804

0.827

Proteins -NH Broad background peaks 3.783-
6.804

  0.809

Tyrosine 6.889 (m) 0.827

Histidine 7.052 (s) 7.795
(d)

0.863 ; 0.852
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Proteins –NH Broad background peaks 7.473-
7.781

0.918

Glycosaminoglycans
(GAG)

7.981 (s) 0.888

Figures

Figure 1

Schematic representation of the bio�uid lubricant testing rig using an oscillation motion of a test ball
upon a test disc and the subsequent wear scar (upper portion). The subsequent wear scar is measured by
averaging the depth at three consistent points along its length (30%, 50% and 70%; lower portion).
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Figure 2

Annotated mean NOESYPR1D NMR spectra and comparison of HSF and 25BCS samples (upper 0-
2.8ppm, lower 2.5-5ppm). The 95% con�dence intervals for the HSF samples are shown in the
Supplementary Material and only peaks outside this range were investigated further.
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Figure 3

PCA scores plot of the �rst two principal components comparing CPMG NMR spectra of 25BCS model
(green) and HSF samples (blue). (PC1 = 44.4%, PC2 = 7.67%).
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Figure 4

OPLSDA scores plot of the �rst two principal components comparing CPMG NMR spectra of BCS model
(green) and HSF samples (blue). (PC1 = 41.7%, PC2 = 9.9%).
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Figure 5

Permutation testing for the OPLS-DA model analysis of CMPG NMR spectra comparing BCS to HSF
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Figure 6

S-line plot for CPMG NMR spectra after applying an OPLS-DA model to compare HSF and 25BCS groups.
The pCORR (variables correlated with the OPLS-DA scores) is represented according to a temperature
colour scale. Hotter colours represent the spectral regions with high correlation and thus are responsible
for the separation between the HSF and 25BCS groups in the OPLS-DA model.
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Figure 7

The mean NOESYPR1D spectrum of the HSF samples depicting areas of correlation to wear by colour.
Spearman correlation is represented according to a temperature colour scale. Hotter colours represent the
spectral regions with high correlation and correlation to the AWD.
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